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1. The scope of grammar

In this paper, we set out the case for combining the Type Theory with Records
framework (TTR, Cooper (2005)) with Dynamic Syntax (DS, Kempson, Meyer-
Viol, and Gabbay (2001); Cann, Kempson, and Marten (2005)) in a single
model (DS-TTR). In a nutshell, this fusion captures a phenomenon inex-
pressible in any direct way by frameworks grounded in orthodox sententialist
assumptions – the dynamics of how, in ordinary conversations, we build up
information together, incrementally, bit by bit, through half starts, suggested
add-ons, possible modifications to the emergent structure which we are ap-
parently collaborating on, all the while allowing that we might be uncertain
as to the final outcome, or even in fierce disagreement. To thishybrid, TTR
brings representations of content which, through its rich notion of subtyping,
allows for highly structured models of both content and context. DS con-
tributes a grammar framework in which syntax is defined as theprogressive
building of representations of content via update mechanisms following real-
time dynamics. Together they provide a framework in which the interactive
dynamics of conversational dialogue is an immediate consequence. And the
data we present below show that such a model is essential if core syntactic
properties of natural language are to be fully captured.

1.1. Incrementality, radical context-dependence and dialogue phenomena

1.1.1. The (non-)autonomy of syntax

Evidence for incrementality in conversation comes from thewidespread use
of utterances that are fragmentary, subsentential, yet intelligible, all in virtue
of ongoing interaction between interlocutors and their physical environment:

(1) Context: Friends of the Earth club meeting
A: So what is that? Is that er... booklet or something?
B: It’s a [[book]]
C: [[Book]] (Answer/Acknowledgement/Completion)
B: Just ... [[talking about al you know
alternative]] (Continuation)
D: [[ On erm... renewable yeah]] (Extension)
B: energy really I think... (Completion)
A: Yeah (Acknowledgment) [BNC:D97]
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Moreover, the placing of items like inserts, repairs, hesitation markers etc.
follows systematic patterns that show subtle interaction with grammatical
principles at a sub-sentential level (Levelt 1983; Clark and Fox Tree 2002):

(2) “Sure enough ten minutes later the bell r-the doorbell rang”
(Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks 1977)

(3) “I-I mean the-he-they, y’know the guy, the the pathologist, looks at the
tissue in the microscope. . . ”(Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks 1977)

The heart of the incrementality challenge is that people canmake perfect
sense of and systematically manipulate not only their own sub-sentential ut-
terances as they produce them, but also others’. Even very young children can
seamlessly take over from an adult in conversation. Participants may seek to
finish what someone else has in mind to say as in (4), but equally, they may
interrupt to alter what someone else has proffered, taking the conversation in
a different or even contrary direction, as in (5) :

(4) Gardener: I shall need the mattock.
Home-owner: The...
Gardener: mattock. For breaking up clods of earth.[BNC]

(5) (A and B arguing:)
A: In fact what this shows is
B: that you are an idiot

Yet, this phenomenon ofcompound contributionsis by no means restricted
to one party completing someone else’s utterance accordingto their own
sense of the required outcome. Participants may, in some sense, “just keep
going” from where their interlocutor had got to, contributing the next little
bit. Such exchanges can indeed be indefinitely extended without either con-
tributor knowing in advance the end-point of the exchange:

(6) (a) A: Robin’s arriving today
(b) B: from?
(c) A: Sweden
(d) B: with Elisabet?
(e) A: and a dog, a puppy and very bouncy
(f) B: but Robin’s allergic
(g) A: to dogs? but it’s a Dalmatian.
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(h) B: and so?
(j) A: it won’t be a problem. No hairs.

The upshot is that it is hard to tell where one sentence stops and the next
starts.

This phenomenon is not a dysfluency of dialogue. The forms of such ‘frag-
ments’ are not random: with only very isolated exceptions, they follow ex-
actly the licensing conditions specified by the NL grammar, with syntactic
dependencies of the most fundamental sort holding between the subsenten-
tial parts.1

(7) A: I’m afraid I burned the buns.
B: Did you burn
A: myself? No, fortunately not.

(8) A: D’you know whether every waitress handed in
B: her taxforms? A: or even any payslips?

People can take over from one another at any arbitrary point in an exchange
(Purver et al. 2010), setting up the anticipation of possible dependencies to
be fulfilled. We have already seen that it can be between a preposition and
its head, (6b-c), between a head and its complement (6f-g), between one con-
junct and the next (6d-j), between a reflexive pronoun and itspresented an-
tecedent (7), determiner and noun (4), quantifier and expressions it binds (8)
etc. So, unless the grammar reflects the possibility of such dependencies to
be set and fulfilled across participants, not a single grammatical phenomenon
will have successfully been provided with a complete, uniform characterisa-
tion. Moreover, any attempt to reflect this type of context-dependence, and
the attendant sense of continuity it gives rise to, through grammar-internal
specifications will have to involve constraints on fragmentconstrual that go
well beyond what is made available in terms of denotational content: such
constraints will have to include the full range of syntacticand morphosyntac-
tic dependencies (Ginzburg and Cooper 2004; Ginzburg 2012).

Amongst the proposed solutions to capturing such dependencies is the
stipulation of a salient antecedent utterance, whose syntactic characterisation
is projected into context and taken to constrain the form of the following
fragment (see e.g. Ginzburg’s approach (2012)). However, even in the ab-
sence of any linguistic antecedent, where the derivation ofspeech act content
is achieved purely pragmatically, such fragments need to respect the mor-
phosyntactic requirements of the relevant NL:
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(9) Context: A and B enter a room and see a woman lying on the floor:

A to B: Schnell, den Arzt/*der Arzt [German]

“Quick, the doctorACC /*the doctorNOM” [command]

(10) A is contemplating the space under the mirror while re-arranging the
furniture and B brings her a chair:
tin karekla tis mamas?/*i karekla tis mamas? Ise treli?
[Greek] [clarification]
the chair of mum’sACC/*the chairNOM of mum’s. Are you crazy?

(11) A is handing a brush to B:
A: for painting the wall? [clarification]

(12) A is pointing to Bill:
B: No, his sister [correction]

Thus no account that relies on rules that require reference to some salient lin-
guistic form of antecedent utterance will be general enough(even Ginzburg’s
invocation of genre-specific scripts does not provide the relevant licensing
for such cases). In particular, these data suggest that the grammar needs to
be defined as part of a general model of action/perception so that common
representations can be retrieved and manipulated both fromthe linguistic and
extra-linguistic context (see e.g. Larsson (2011)). A crucial ingredient in such
integration would be licensing mechanisms that operate at asubsentential
level with fine-grained sensitivity to the time-linear process of interaction
among agents and the evolving context in which such interaction takes place.

1.1.2. Pragmatic/semantic “competence” and radical context-dependence
in dialogue

These data are also significant to pragmatists. Almost all pragmatists assume
that the supposedly isolatable sentence meaning made available by the gram-
mar should feed into a theory of performance/pragmatics whose burden it
is to explain how, relative to context, both full sentences and fragments are
uttered on the presumption that the audience will come to understand the
propositional content which the speaker has (or could have)in mind. But,
contrary to this view, participants understand what each other is saying and
switch roles well before any such propositional content could be interpreted
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to constitute the object relative to which the speaker or other party could hold
a propositional attitude:

(13) Daughter: Oh here dad, a good way to get those corners out
Dad: is to stick yer finger inside.
Daughter: well, that’s one way (Lerner 1991)

(14) M: It’s generated with a handle and
J: Wound round? [BNC]
M: Yes, wind them round and this should, should generate a charge

There is negotiation here as to the best way to continue a partial structure,
with intentions of either party with respect to the resulting content possibly
only emerging after the negotiation. Utterances may also bemulti-functional,
with more than one speech act expressed by a single utterance:

(15) Lawyer: Do you wish your wife to witness your signature,one of your
children, or..?
Customer: Joe.

So there is no single proposition/speech act that the individual speaker may
have carried out which has to be grasped in order for successful exchanges
to have taken place. Participants rely on the setting up of grammatical depen-
dencies which both speaker and hearer are induced to fulfil, so as to perform
possibly composite speech acts (Gregoromichelaki et al. forthcoming):

(16) Jim: The Holy Spirit is one who ...gives us?
Unknown: Strength.
Jim: Strength. Yes, indeed. .... The Holy Spirit is one who gives us?
.....
Unknown: Comfort. [BNC HDD: 277-282]

(17) Therapist: What kind of work do you do?
Mother: on food service
Therapist: At ...
Mother: uh post office cafeteria downtown main point office on
Redwood
Therapist: Okay (Jones & Beach 1995)
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The commitment to recovering any such content as a precondition for suc-
cessful communication has therefore to be modified; and so too does the pre-
sumption of there having to be specific intended propositional plans on the
part of the speaker (Grosz and Sidner 1986; Poesio and Rieser2010; Car-
berry 1990). Such cases show, in our view, that “fragmentary” interaction
in dialogue should be modelled as such, i.e. with grammar defined to pro-
vide mechanisms that allow participants to incrementally update the conver-
sational record without at each step requiring reference tosome propositional
whole. Even though participants can reflect and reify such interactions in
explicit propositional terms (Purver et al. 2010), the ongoing metacommu-
nicative interaction observable in dialogue is achievablevia the grammati-
cal mechanisms themselves without commitment to deterministic speech-act
goals.

The problem current frameworks have in dealing with such data can be
traced to the assumption that it is sentential strings that constitute the output
of the grammar, over which some propositional content is to be defined, along
with the attendant methodological principle debarring anyattribute of perfor-
mance within the grammar-internal characterisation. In this respect, Cooper
and colleagues (see e.g. Ginzburg (2012)) have achieved significant advance
in defining an explicit semantic model that is not so restricted, exploring on-
tologies required to define how speech events can cause changes in the mental
states of dialogue participants. However, the syntax of that system is defined
independently as an HPSG grounded module which precludes a principled
modelling of the evolving subsentential (syntactic) context-relativity in these
compound contributions with their seamless shifts betweenparsing and gen-
eration. It is within the composite DS-TTR system that theirnatural mod-
elling emerges, in virtue of both content and context being defined for both
parties in the same terms of evolving partial structures.

2. DS-TTR for dialogue modelling

In turning to details of this model, we will need concepts of incrementality
applicable to both parsing and generation. Milward’s (1991) two key concepts
of strong incremental interpretationandincremental representationapply to
semantic incrementality.Strong incremental interpretationis the ability to
make available the maximal amount of information possible from an unfin-
ished utterance as it is being processed word by word, particularly the se-
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mantic dependencies of the informational content (e.g. a representation such
as λx.like′( john′,x) should be available after processing “John likes”).In-
cremental representation, on the other hand, is defined as a representation
being available for each substring of an utterance, but not necessarily includ-
ing the dependencies between these substrings (e.g. havinga representation
such asjohn′ attributed to “John” andλy.λx.like′(y,x) attributed to “likes”
after processing “John likes”). There are two further concepts of incremental-
ity. In order to modelcompound contributions, the representations produced
by parsing and generation should beinterchangeable, e.g. by defining pars-
ing and generation as employing the same update mechanisms (section 3.1).
Finally, the notion of an incrementally constructed and accessiblecontextbe-
comes important for modelling self-repair, but also independently motivated
for a range of other elliptical phenomena such as stripping and VP-Ellipsis.
As we will see in sections 2.2, 3.2 (see also Cann, Kempson, and Purver
(2007)), the appropriate concept of context for DS is aproceduralone since
it is by means of conditioned procedures for update that interpretations are
incrementally constructed.

2.1. Combining Dynamic Syntax and TTR

DS is in the spirit of Categorial Grammars in directly modelling the building
up of interpretations, without presupposing or indeed recognising an inde-
pendent level of syntactic processing. Thus the output for any given string
of words is a purely semantic tree representing its predicate-argument struc-
ture; words and grammatical rules correspond to actions which incrementally
license the construction of such representations in tree format, employing a
modal logic for tree description which provides operators able to introduce
constraints on the further development of such trees (LOFT,Blackburn and
Meyer-Viol (1994)). However, unlike categorial grammars,it achieves this
while also respecting time-linear incrementality, with the left-right progres-
sive build-up of information directly modelled through theincorporation of
structural underspecification plus update as a core syntactic device. In partic-
ular, analysis of long-distance dependencies and other noncontiguous depen-
dencies are defined in such terms (see Cann, Kempson, and Marten (2005),
ch. 2 for details). The DS lexicon consists oflexical actionskeyed to words.
There is also a set of globally applicablecomputational actions. Both consti-
tute packages of monotonic update operations on semantic trees, and take the
form of IF-THEN action-like rules which when applied yield semantically
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transparent structures. For example, the lexical action corresponding to the
word john has the preconditions and update operations in (18):

(18) IF ?Ty(e)
THEN put(Ty(e))

put(
[

x : john
]

)
ELSE abort

The trees upon which actions operate represent terms in the typed lambda
calculus, with mother-daughter node relations corresponding to semantic predicate-
argument structure (see Figure 1 below). The pointer object, ♦, indicates
the node currently under development. In DS-TTR, tree nodesare annotated
with a node type (e.g.Ty(e)) and semantic formulae in the form of TTR
record types(Cooper 2005). In this incorporation of TTR into DS (Purver
et al. 2010; Purver, Eshghi, and Hough 2011), following Cooper (2005), TTR
record typesconsist of fields of the form

[

l : T
]

, containing a unique la-
bel l in the record type and its typeT; the type of the final field corresponds
to the node type of the DS tree at which a record type formula issituated.
Functional nodes have node types which correspond to the final field types
of argument and functor in the TTR function decorating them.Fields can
be manifest (i.e. have a singleton type such as

[

l=a : T
]

). Within record
types there can bedependentfields such as those whose singleton type is a
predicate as in

[

p=like(x,y) : t
]

, wherex andy are labels in fields preceding
it (i.e. are higher up in the graphical representation). Functions from record
type to record type in the variant of TTR we use here employ paths, and
are of the formλ r :

[

l1 : T1
] [

l2=r.l1 : T1
]

, an example being the formula
at the typeTy(es → t) node in the trees in Figure 1 below, giving DS-TTR
the required functional application capability. Parsing intersperses the testing
and application of both lexical actions triggered by input words and the exe-
cution of permissible sequences of computational actions,with their updates
monotonically constructing and the tree and compiling decorations for its
nodes: functor node functions are applied to their sister argument node’s for-
mula, with the resultingβ -reduced record type added to their mother.2 Seen
in these terms, successful processing sequences are those in which applied
actions lead to a tree which is complete (i.e. has no outstanding requirements
on any node, and has typeTy(t) at its root node as in Figure (1). Incomplete
partial structures are maintained in the parse state on a word-by-word basis.

We further adopt an event-based semantics along Davidsonian lines (David-
son 1980). So we include an event node (of typees) in the representation: this
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allows tense and aspect to be expressed,3 allowing incremental modification
to the the record type on theTy(es) node during parsing and generation after
its initial placement in the initial axiom tree.

“John”
7−→ ?Ty(t),









event : es

Re f Time: es

x= john : e
p : t









?Ty(es),
[

event : es
]

?Ty(es → t)
λ r1 :

[

event : es
]





event=r1.event : es

x= john : e
p : t





Ty(e),
[

x= john : e
]

♦,?Ty(es → (e→ t)),
λ r :

[

x : e
]

λ r1 :
[

event : es
]





event=r1.event : es

x=r.x : e
p : t





“arrived”
7−→ ♦,Ty(t),

















event=e1 : es

Re f Time : es

x= john : e
p=arrive(event,x) : t
p1=Re fTime<now : t
p2=event⊆Re fTime : t

















Ty(es),








event=e1 : es

Re f Time : es

p1=Re fTime<now : t
p2=event⊆Re fTime : t









Ty(es → t)
λ r1 :

[

event : es
]





event=r1.event : es

x= john : e
p=arrive(event,x) : t





Ty(e)
[

x= john : e
]

Ty(es → (e→ t)),
λ r :

[

x : e
]

λ r1 :
[

event : es
]





event=r1.event : es

x=r.x : e
p=arrive(event,x) : t





Figure 1.Parsing “John arrived”

This event node specification also permits a straightforward analysis of
adjuncts as extensions by the addition of fields from an independently con-
structed semantic representation (see section 3.1 and Appendix 1 for ex-
amples). To achieve this, independent predicate-argumentstructures are in-
duced via construction of a so-called LINKed tree, an adjunct tree, whose
dependency on some host tree despite this structural independence is ensured
through a sharing of formula terms at nodes in the two trees inquestion. A
computational action is defined to licensing the appropriate transition from a
node of one partial tree to the initiation of this LINKed tree, imposing on its
development a dictated co-sharing of terms (see Kempson, Meyer-Viol, and
Gabbay (2001)). This device applies to adjunct processing in general (Cann,
Kempson, and Marten (2005), ch. 3, also Gregoromichelaki (2006)). In DS-
TTR, such LINKs are evaluated as the intersection/concatenation (themeet
operation, as in Cooper (2005)) of the record-type accumulated at the top of a
LINKed tree and the matrix tree’s root node record type (see Appendix 1 for
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example derivations). So construal of adjuncts boils down to the progressive
specification of richer record types.

Through a simple tree compiling algorithm (Hough 2011), theDS-TTR
composite now makes available a root record type which givesthe maximal
amount of semantic information available for partial as well as complete trees
(Figure 1). This is achieved by performing all possible functional applications
from functor nodes to argument nodes, using underspecified record types as
necessary for nodes which have not yet been decorated with semantic content
(see e.g. theTy(e→ (es → t)) node on the left tree in Figure 1 above, where
the functional type corresponding to an upcoming verb does not yet contain
an overt predicate to be applied to the subjectjohn′, this being simply the
unmanifest/underspecifiedfield p : t).

This root record type compilation via functional application and type in-
tersection meets the requirement of strong incrementalityof interpretation,
only implicit in DS, as now maximal record types become available as each
word is processed. Yet the LOFT underpinning to the mechanisms of tree-
growth means that the DS insight that core syntactic restrictions emerge as
immediate consequences of the LOFT-defined tree-growth dynamics is pre-
served without modification (Cann, Kempson, and Marten 2005; Cann, Kemp-
son, and Purver 2007; Kempson and Kiaer 2010; Kempson, Gregoromichelaki,
and (eds.) 2011; Chatzikyriakidis and Kempson 2011).

2.2. DS-TTR procedural context as a graph

Aside from the strong incremental interpretation that DS-TTR representa-
tions afford, the model provides incremental access toprocedural context
as required not only for modelling the phenomena reviewed above, but in-
dependently motivated for phenomena such as VP-Ellipsis and stripping. In
DS, this context is taken as including not only the end product of parsing
or generating an utterance (the semantic tree and corresponding string), but
also information about the dynamics of the parsing process itself – the lexical
and computational action sequence used to build the tree (Cann, Kempson,
and Purver 2007). This procedural context is modelled as a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) (a representation originally used to characterise the parsing
process (Sato 2011)), in which edges correspond to DS actions and nodes to
(partial)trees(Purver, Eshghi, and Hough 2011). This model now satisfies the
criterion ofstrong incremental representation: we get a transparent represen-
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tation of not only the maximal interpretation for the utterance so far, but also
for which sub-utterances contributed which sub-parts of this interpretation.
Aside from our model of self-repair set out below, this is required for mod-
elling clarification as well as confirmation behaviour in dialogue. This context
DAG can be tightly coupled with a word hypothesis graph (or “word lattice”)
as obtained from a standard speech recogniser, resulting inease of integration
in modern incremental dialogue systems (Purver, Eshghi, and Hough (2011)).

W0 W1
i n v i s i b l e

‘john’

i n v i s i b l e

i n v i s i b l e

*adjunct

i n v i s i b l e

intro

i n v i s i b l e

i n v i s i b l e
i n v i s i b l e

LEX=‘john’
i n v i s i b l e

LEX=‘arrives’

i n v i s i b l e

LEX=‘john’

i n v i s i b l e

i n v i s i b l e

LEX=’arrives’

i n v i s i b l e

i n v i s i b l e

LEX=‘arrives’

predict
i n v i s i b l e

i n v i s i b l e

complete
anticipthin

thin

i n v i s i b l e

thin

complete

i n v i s i b l e

complete
i n v i s i b l e

anticip
i n v i s i b l e

LEX=‘arrives’

i n v i s i b l e

LEX=‘john’

Figure 2.DS context as DAG, consisting of a parse DAG (circular nodes=trees, solid
edges=lexical(bold) and computational actions) subsumedby the corre-
sponding word DAG (rectangular nodes=tree sets, dotted edges=word hy-
potheses) with word hypothesis ‘john’ spanning tree sets W0and W1.

The resulting model of context is thus a hierarchical model with DAGs
at two levels (figure 2). At the action level, the parse graph DAG (shown
in the lower half of figure 2 with solid edges and circular nodes) contains
detailed information about the actions (both lexical and computational) used
in the parsing or generation process: edges corresponding to these actions
are connected to nodes representing the partial trees builtby them, and a
path through the DAG corresponds to the action sequence for any given tree.
At the word level, the word hypothesis DAG (shown at the top offigure 2
with dotted edges and rectangular nodes) connects the wordsto these action
sequences: edges in this DAG correspond to words, and nodes correspond
to sets of parse DAG nodes (and therefore sets of hypothesized trees). For
any partial tree, the context (the words, actions and preceding partial trees
involved in producing it) is now available from the paths back to the root in
the word and parse DAGs. Moreover, the sets of trees and actions associated
with any word or word subsequence are now directly availableas that part of
the parse DAG spanned by the required word DAG edges. This, ofcourse,
means that the contribution of any word or phrase can be directly obtained,
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fulfilling the criterion of incremental representation.

2.3. DS-TTR Generation as Parsing

The goal for the generation module must then, equally, reflect the incremental
behaviour that yields confirmations as in (16), (14), continuations as in (4),
(16), user interruptions without discarding the semantic content built up so
far to provide for realistic clarification andself-repaircapability such as in
(2), (3) and possibly the presumption that the fragment may contribute more
than one such attribute as in (15). The same requirements forparsing apply
also to generation, viz:strong incremental interpretation; incremental repre-
sentationon a word-by-word basis; continual access toprocedural context
to implement all information made available by selected expressions with-
out delay. As noted above, there is the extra requirement in generation of
representational interchangeabilityenabling the switch between parsing and
production activities. DS-TTR can meet these criteria elegantly in virtue of
the DS decision to model generation in terms of the same tree-growth mech-
anisms as in parsing (Purver and Kempson 2004) with the simple addition
of a subsumption checkagainst a so-calledgoal tree(but see below for how
in DS-TTR this has been replaced with TTR goal concepts).4 The DS gen-
eration process is thus made word-by-word incremental withmaximal tree
representations continually available, effectively combining lexical selection
and linearisation into a single action due to word-by-word iteration through
the lexicon.

While no formal model of self-repair was proposed in DS (but see sec-
tion 3.2), self-monitoring is inherently part of the generation process, as each
word generated is parsed. Notwithstanding the degree of incrementality so
achieved, the Purver and Kempson (2004) model of generationdid not meet
the criterion ofstrict incrementalinterpretation, as maximal information about
the dependencies between the semantic formulae in the tree did not need to
be computed until the tree is complete. On the other hand, thegoal tree needs
to be constructed from the grammar’s actions, so any dialogue management
module must have full knowledge of the DS parsing mechanism and lexicon,
and so interchangeability of representation becomes difficult. In moving to
the DS-TTR framework, several adjustments were therefore incorporated.
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2.3.1. TTR goal concepts and subtype checking

One straightforward modification to the DS generation modelenabling rep-
resentational interchangeability is to replace the previously definedgoal tree
with aTTR goal conceptwhich takes the form of a record type e.g.:

(19)

























event=e1 : es

Re f Time : es

p1=today(Re f Time) : t
p2=Re f Time©event : t
x1=Sweden : e
p3= f rom(event,x1) : t
x=robin : e
p=arrive(event,x) : t

























The goal concept may bepartial as required for such data as (1)-(4), and
the dialogue manager may further specify it, but even then itneed not corre-
spond to a complete sentence in incremental dialogue management strategies
(Guhe 2007; Buß and Schlangen 2011). This move also means a dialogue
manager may input goal concepts directly to the generator; and no consider-
ations of the requirements of the DS grammar are needed (contra Purver and
Kempson’s (2004) approach). The tree subsumption check in the original DS
generation model can now be characterised as a TTR subtype relation check
(see p.96, Fernández (2006)) between the goal concept record type and the
current parse state’s root record type.

Figure 3 displays a successful generation path,5 where the incremental
generation of “john arrives” succeeds as the successful lexical action applica-
tions at transitions1 7→ 2 and 3 7→ 4 are interspersed with applicable com-
putational action sequences at transitions0 7→ 1 and 2 7→ 3 , at each stage
passing the subtype relation check with the goal (i.e. the goal is a subtype of
the top node’s compiled record type), until arriving at a tree thattype matches
the assigned goal concept in4 in the rich TTR sense oftype. In implementa-
tional terms, there will in fact be multiple generation paths in the generation
state, including incomplete and abandoned paths, which canbe incoporated
into the DS notion of context as a DAG.

Another advantage of working with TTR record types rather than trees
during generation is that selecting relevant lexical actions from the lexicon
can take place before generation begins through comparing the semantic for-
mulae of the actions to the goal concept. Subtype checking makes it possible
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to reduce the computational complexity of lexical search through a pre-verbal
lexical action selection.

0

[

p : t
]

♦,?Ty(t)

7→

1

?Ty(t),

[

x : e
p : t

]

?Ty(e),♦
[

x : e
]

?Ty(e→ t)
λ r :

[

x1 : e
]

[

x=r.x1 : e
p : t

]

‘John’
7→

2

?Ty(t),♦

[

x= john : e
p : t

]

Ty(e),
[

x= john : e
]

?Ty(e→ t),
λ r :

[

x1 : e
]

[

x=r.x1 : e
p : t

]

7→

3

?Ty(t),

[

x= john : e
p : t

]

Ty(e),
[

x= john : e
]

?Ty(e→ t),♦
λ r :

[

x1 : e
]

[

x=r.x1 : e
p : t

]

‘arrives’
7→

4
(TYPE MATCH)

♦,Ty(t),

[

x= john : e
p=arrive(x) : t

]

Ty(e),
[

x= john : e
]

Ty(e→ t),
λ r :

[

x1 : e
]

[

x=r.x1 : e
p=arrive(x) : t

]

Goal =
[

x= john : e
p=arrive(x) : t

]

Figure 3.Successful generation path in DS-TTR

3. Incremental processing of dialogue phenomena

We can now see how the resulting DS-TTR model deals with compound con-
tributions; this has been implemented in the publicly available DyLan dia-
logue system6 (Eshghi, Purver, and Hough 2011; Purver, Eshghi, and Hough
2011).

3.1. Compound contributions

Previous formal and computational accounts of compound contributions (CCs)
have focussed on a sub-category of CCs, so-calledcompletions, where a re-
sponder succeeds in projecting a string the initial speakerhad intended to
convey. The foremost implementation is that of Poesio and Rieser (2010), us-
ing the PTT model for incremental dialogue interpretation (Poesio and Traum
1997; Poesio and Rieser 2003) in combination with LTAG (Demberg and
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Keller 2008). The approach is grammar-based, incorporating syntactic, se-
mantic and pragmatic information via the lexicalised TAG, providing an ac-
count of the incremental interpretation process incorporating lexical, syntac-
tic and semantic information.7 This model meets many of the criteria defined
here. Both interpretation and representation are incremental, with semantic
and syntactic information being present; the use of PTT suggests that linguis-
tic context can be incorporated suitably. However, while reversibility might
be incorporated by choice of suitable parsing and generation frameworks,
this is not made explicit; and the extendability of the representations seems
limited by TAG’s approach to adjunction. The use of TAG also restricts the
grammar to licensing grammaticalstrings, problematic for some CCs (e.g.
examples (7) in whichsemanticdependencies hold between the two parts of
the CC); and the mechanism may not be sustainable for all compound con-
tributions where participants make no attempt to match whatthe other party
might have in mind. So the account is at best incomplete.8

The broad range of CCs follows as an immediate consequence ofDS-
TTR. The use of TTR record types removes the need for grammar-specific
parameters; and the interchangeability of representations between parsing
and generation means that the construction of a data structure can become
a collaborative process between dialogue participants, permitting a range of
varied user input behaviour and flexible system responses. This use of the
same representations by parsing and generation guaranteesthe ability to be-
gin parsing from the end-point of any generation process, even mid-utterance;
and to begin generation from the end-point of any parsing process. Succes-
sive sequential exchanges between participants leading toa collaboratively
completed utterance as in (6) are directly predicted. Both parsing and gener-
ation models are now characterised entirely by the parse context DAG with
the addition for generation of a TTR goal concept. The transition from gen-
eration to parsing becomes almost trivial: the parsing process can continue
from the final node(s) of the generation DAG, with parsing actions extending
the trees available in the final node set as normal. Transition from parsing
to generation also requires no change of representation with the DAG pro-
duced by parsing acting as the initial structure for generation, though we
require the addition of a goal concept to drive the generation process. The
same record types are thus used throughout the system: as theconcepts for
generating system plans, as the goal concepts in NLG, and formatching user
input against known concepts in suggesting continuations.Possible system
transition points trigger alternation between modules in their co-construction
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of the shared parse/generator.A goal concept can be produced by the dialogue
manager at a speaker transition by searching its domain concepts for a suit-
able subtype of the TTR record type built so far, guaranteeing a grammatical
continuation given the presence of appropriate lexical actions. This extends
the method for CC modelling described in (Purver and Kempson2004): now
the dialogue manager has an elegant decision mechanism for aiding content
selection. And, given the presumption of context, content and goal specifica-
tions all in terms of record types, the ability to construct goals in a scenario
without linguistic antecedents as in (9) and (10).

The data of CCs thus follows in full, even when either the goalrecord
type for the interrupter does not match that of the initiatoras in (5), or when
the goal record type does not correspond to a complete domainconcept, as
in the successive fragment exchanges such as (6).This is achieved through
progressive extensions of the partial tree so far, either directly, or by adding
adjunct LINKed trees. This results in the word-by-word further specification
of the record type at the root of the matrix tree representingthe maximal in-
terpretation of the string/utterance so far. In Figure 4 we give the progressive
record-type specification for the exchange (20), a simplification of (6), show-
ing how incomplete structures may serve as both input and output for either
party:

(20) A: Today Robin arrives B: from A: Sweden

Details of the tree derivations are omitted in Figure 4, but we have included
these in Appendix 1, which contains a fuller tree derivationfor (20). As noted,
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event=e1 : es

Re f Time : es

p1=today(Re fTime) : t
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event=e1 : es

Re f Time : es

p1=today(Re fTime) : t
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event=e1 : es

Re f Time : es

p1=today(Re fTime) : t
p2=Re fTime©event : t
x=robin : e
p=arrive(event,x) : t
x1=Sweden : e
p3= f rom(event,x1) : t

























“A: Today” 7→ “..Robin arrives” 7→ “B: from?” 7→ “A: Sweden”

Figure 4.Incremental interpretation via TTR subtypes

more complex forms can be generated by incorporating LINKedtrees, as is
presumed in the characterisation of the many extensions by the addition of an
adjunct, as in (8) (See Appendix 1), without any of these having to involve
any extension of the formal DS vocabulary.
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3.2. Self-repair

In this section, we present our initial model of self-repair. Specifically, there
are two types of repair that we address here: type 1, where therepair involves
a local, and partial restart of the reparandum, as in (2) and type 2 where the re-
pair is simply a local extension, i.e. a further specification of the reparandum
as in (3).

In our DS-TTR model of generation set out above, a type 1 repair arises
due to an online revision of a record type goal concept, whereby the new
goal concept is not a sub-type of the one the speaker had initially set out
to realise. We model this via backtracking along the incrementally available
context DAG as set out above. More specifically, repair is invoked if there
is no possible DAG extension after the semantic filtering stage of generation
(resulting in no candidate succeeding word edge). The repair procedure pro-
ceeds by restarting generation from the last realised (generated) word edge.
It continues backtracking by one DAG vertex at a time until the root record
type of the current partial tree is a subtype of the new goal concept. Genera-
tion then proceeds as usual by extending the DAG from that vertex. The word
edges backtracked over are not removed, but are simply marked as repaired,
following the principle that the revision process is on the public conversa-
tional record and hence should still be accessible for lateranaphoric reference
(see Figure 5).

Figure 5.Incremental DS-TTR generation of a self-repair upon changeof goal con-
cept. Type-matched record types are double-circled nodes and edges indi-
cating failed paths are dotted.
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Our protocol is consistent with Shriberg and Stolcke’s (1998) empirical
observation that the probability of retracing N words back in an utterance is
more likely than retracing from N+1 words back, making the repair as local
as possible. Utterances such as “I go, uhh, leave from Paris”are generated
incrementally, as the repair is integrated with the semantics of the part of
the utterance before the repair point, maximising re-use ofexisting semantic
structure.

Type 2 repairs on the other hand, i.e.extensions, where the repair effects
an “after-thought”, usually in transition relevance places in dialogue after ap-
parently complete turns, are also dealt with straightforwardly by our model.
The DS-TTR parser simply treats these as monotonic extension of the matrix
tree through LINK Adjunction to it (see Cann, Kempson, and Marten (2005),
but also Appendix 1 for an example of such extensions) resulting in subtype
extension of the root TTR record type. Thus, a change in goal concept dur-
ing generation will not always put demands on the system to backtrack, such
as in generating the fragment after the pause in “I go to Paris. . . from Lon-
don”. Backtracking only operates at a semantics-syntax mismatch where the
revised goal concept is no longer a subtype of the root recordtype for the
(sub-)utterance so far realised, as in Figure 5.

Unlike string-basedspeech planapproaches such as that of Skantze and
Hjalmarsson (2010), there is no need here to regenerate a fully-formed string
from a revised goal concept and compare it with the string generated thus
far to characterise repair. Instead, repair is driven by attempting to extend
existing parse paths to construct the new target record type, retaining the se-
mantic representation and the procedural context of actions already built up
in the generation process to avoid the computational demandof construct-
ing syntactic structures from afresh where possible. Also,importantly, unlike
string-based approaches which are bound to be very domain specific, we note
that our approach is completely domain-general.

3.3. Speech Acts and speaker/hearer attributions in DS-TTR

A further bonus of combining DS mechanisms with TTR record types as
output decorations is the allowance of a much richer vocabulary for such
decorations, as empirically warranted. In particular, it provides a basis from
which speaker and hearer attributes may be optionally specified. In this con-
nection, (Purver et al. 2010) propose a specification of fields with sub-field
specifications, one acontextsub-field for speaker-hearer attributions and mi-
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cro utterance events, and the second,content, for familiar lambda-terms, a
modification which allows a record of speaker-hearer attributions to be op-
tionally kept alongside function-argument content recordtype specifications
so that the different anaphor-dependency resolutions across switch of partic-
ipant roles can be modelled as in (7)-(8) without disturbingcontent compila-
tion of the lambda terms:

























ctxt :

















a=Arash : e
r=Ruth : e
u0 : utt−event
s0=spkr(u0,a) : t
u1 : utt−event
s1=spkr(u1,r) : t

















cont :

[

x=robin : e
p=arrive(x) : t

]

























Ty(e),








ctxt :





u0 : utt−event
a=Arash : e
s0=spkr(u0,a) : t





cont :
[

x=robin : e
]









Ty(e→ t)












ctxt :





u1 : utt−event
r=Ruth : e
s1=spkr(u1,r) : t





cont : λ r1 :
[

cont :
[

x : e
] ]

[

x=r1.cont.x : e
p=arrive(x) : t

]













Figure 6.Processing ‘Arash: Robin.. Ruth: ..arrived’, with micro utterance events
and speaker/hearer attributions, adapted from Purver et al. (2010)

With intersection of record types available for record types of arbitrary
complexity, such specifications are unproblematic. As Purver et al. (2010)
demonstrate, speech act content can also be derived optionally as a later step
of inference over such structures by addition of LINKed trees (seeibid. for de-
tails). We note, nevertheless, that this isn’t essential for an explanation of the
interactional patterns observable in conversation, even meta-communicative
interaction. Instead, we suggest, conversational interaction is buttressed by
mechanisms intrinsic to grammar itself, as we have set out. This of course
raises issues of what constitutes successful communication, in particular for
Gricean and neo-Gricean models in which recognition of the content of the
speaker’s intentions is essential: Poesio and Rieser (2010) are illustrative. We
do not enter into this debate here, but merely note that this stance is com-
mensurate with the data of section 1 in which participants’ intentions may
only be emergent or be subject to modification during the course of a conver-
sation without jeopardising its success (Gregoromichelaki et al. 2011; Gre-
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goromichelaki et al. forthcoming).

4. Conclusion

We have presented a formal framework for modelling conversational dialogue
with parsing and generation modules as controlled by a dialogue manager,
both of which reflect word by word incrementality, using a hybrid of Dynamic
Syntax and Type Theory with Records. The composite framework allows ac-
cess to record types incrementally during generation, providing strict incre-
mental representation and interpretation for substrings of utterances that can
be accessed by existing dialogue managers, parsers and generators equally, al-
lowing the articulation of syntactic and semantic dependencies across parser
and generator modules. Several avenues of research now openup. But most
important of all, there is a radical shift of perspective, with the defined “com-
petence” model now securely grounded in its articulation ofmechanisms for
interactive language performance that it makes possible. And with this move,
the nesting of the language faculty into a coherent cognitive system at last
becomes possible, opening up radical new perspectives on philosophy of lan-
guage, psychology and cognition.
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5. Appendix

This appendix provides a derivation for a split dialogue in which both input and output of in-

termediate generation and parsing steps involve partial structures: “A: Today Robin arrives B:

from? A: Sweden”. Notice how the event node on the matrix treeis represented as EVENT

in the two step derivation for A’s first utterance. The matrixtree is then omitted from the rest

of the steps of the derivation for reasons of space, and represented just as EVENT(but see

Figure 4 for the progressive specification of the matrix treeroot record type)9.

A: Today 7−→ Ty(t),

[

Re f Time : es

p1=today(Re fTime) : t

]

?Ty(t),








event : es

Re f Time : es

p1=today(Re fTime) : t
p : t









EVENT
Ty(es),





event : es

Re f Time : es

p1=today(Re fTime) : t





♦,?Ty(es → t),
λ r1 :

[

event : es
]

[

event=r1.event : es

p : t

]

..Robin arrives7−→ Ty(t),

[

Re f Time : es

p1=today(Re fTime) : t

]

♦,Ty(t),
















event=e1 : es

Re f Time : es

p1=today(Re fTime) : t
p2=Re fTime©event : t
x=robin : e
p=arrive(event,x) : t

















EVENT
Ty(es),









event=e1 : es

Re f Time : es

p1=today(Re fTime) : t
p2=Re fTime©event : t









Ty(es → t),
λ r1 :

[

event : es
]





event=r1.event : es

x=robin : e
p=arrive(event,x) : t





Ty(e),
[

x=robin : e
]

Ty(e→ (es → t)),
λ r :

[

x : e
]

λ r1 :
[

event : es
]





event=r1.event : es

x=r.x : e
p=arrive(event,x) : t





Figure 7.Processing “A: Today, Robin arrives”
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B: from? 7−→

?Ty(t),




event=e1 : es

x1 : e
p3= f rom(event,x1) : t





Ty(es),
[

event=e1 : es
]

Ty(es → t),
λ r1 :

[

event : es
]





event=r1.event : es

x1 : e
p3= f rom(event,x) : t





♦,+Q,?Ty(e),
[

x1 : e
]

Ty(e→ (es → t)),
λ r :

[

x1 : e
]

λ r1 :
[

event : es
]





event=r1.event : es

x1=r.x1 : e
p3= f rom(event,x1) : t





EVENT

A: Sweden 7−→

?Ty(t),




event=e1 : es

x1=Sweden : e
p3= f rom(event,x1) : t





Ty(es),
[

event=e1 : es
]

Ty(es → t),
λ r1 :

[

event : es
]





event=r1.event : es

x1=Sweden : e
p3= f rom(event,x) : t





Ty(e),
[

x1=Sweden : e
]

Ty(e→ (es → t)),
λ r :

[

x1 : e
]

λ r1 :
[

event : es
]





event=r1.event : es

x1=r.x1 : e
p3= f rom(event,x1) : t





EVENT

Figure 8.Processing “B: from? A: Sweden”
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Notes

1. English has one such exception, in its use of the accusative case in fragments such as
Who is taking this class? Me?.

2. For functional application and Link-Evaluation (see ch.3, Cann, Kempson, and Marten
(2005), but also Appendix 1 for example DS-TTR derivations involving Link-Evaluation),
which require the intersection/concatenation of two record types,relabelling is carried
out when necessary to avoid leaving incorrect variable names in the record types in the
manner of Cooper (2005) and Fernández (2006).

3. See Cann (2011) for the detailed Reichenbachian treatment of tense/aspect used here.
4. This ease of matching incrementality in both generation and parsing is not matched by

other models aiming to reflect incrementality in the dialogue model while adopting rela-
tive conservative grammar frameworks, some matching syntactic requirements but with-
out incremental semantics (Skantze and Hjalmarsson 2010),others matching incremental
growth of semantic input but leaving the incrementality of structural growth unaddressed
(Guhe 2007).

5. Since Figure 3 is given to display the generation path dynamics, event term specifications
are omitted for simplicity.

6. Available from http://dylan.sourceforge.net/
7. Poesio and Rieser provide a detailed account of how a suggested collaborative completion

might be derived using inferential processes and the recognition of plans: by matching
the partial representation at speaker transition against arepository of known plans in the
relevant domain, an agent can determine the components of these plans which have not
yet been made explicit and make a plan to generate them.

8. The calling up of the requisite mechanisms would also leaddirectly to predictions of
processing complexity that we have strong reason to believewill not be met.

9. Each of these steps involves attaching a LINKed tree by wayof adjunction to this event
node in the (omitted) matrix tree, so that in the final derivation there are in fact two
LINKed trees linked to the EVENTnode on the matrix tree.


